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Senior Stewards Report 
 

Name of Track Woodbine  

Date Sunday, 3 Nov 2019 Post-time 1:05 

Weather Race 1 - 10: Overcast  

Track Conditions  Type: Tapeta Turf: Yielding 

Number of Races 10-98 in to go  

Scratches         Vet:  Stewards:  Track:   

 

Senior Steward Associate Steward Associate Steward 

Fenton Platts Gunnar Lindberg Allan Stiff 

 
Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents, 

general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims) 

 

Office: 

 
Jockey Sunny Singh excused from his mount today.  
 
Jockey Pablo Morales tutored on the newly implemented urging rules. 
 
At approximately 12:35 PM, Woodbine management informed us that the 6th race, slated for the 
E. P. Taylor turf, had been taken off and would be run on the Tapeta surface at 6 and ½ furlongs. 
All parties notified. 
 
 
 

 

 

Races: 

 
Race 1, #6 Sent From Heaven stumbled badly at the start, Jockey claim of foul, #8, K. Kimura, 3rd 
on #1 L. Salles, 2nd, top of stretch and through stretch. Upon review of the front tower and upper 
pan camera angles, both horses are in tight with the #9 to their outside, it does not appear that 

  

  



the #1 hinders the progress of the #8, K. Kimura does not hesitate, have to check or steady his 
mount. The claim of foul was disallowed. 
 
Inquiry Video: https://youtu.be/sd0hzSna2k4  
 
Race 2, Stewards Inquiry, #8, E. DaSilva, 1st and #6, J. Lermyte, 7th, top of stretch. Reviewed 
front tower and upper pan camera angles, #8 is looking for a spot at the top of stretch, decides to 
split the #1 and #6 but does go out and make contact with #6. After speaking with J. Lermyte, he 
intimated that they did touch but he had no run left prior to that, did not change the outcome. 
There was no change made to the order. 
 
Inquiry video: https://youtu.be/0zxzxmhJRBs  
 
Race 3, Glorious Song Stakes, clear. There was no back tower view for the Stewards in the stand 
as there were technical difficulties with the equipment. Utilized upper pan and apex views. 
 
Race 4, reviewed the start with #3, K. Kimura, 11th, was off poorly and lost his stirrup, regained 
quickly, did receive a fair start, #8, P. Husbands, 7th bore in to #7, E. DaSilva, 3rd at start and #5,  
R. Hernandez, 1st,  does go out to #6, S. Husbands, 5th, and no further. It was determined the #8 
is the aggressor of the situation and no inquiry required.  
 
Race 5, #4 The Newfie Express bore out at start, rest ok, #9 M. Buchanan issued a verbal 
caution on using his crop in the upward position  
 
Race 6, Off Turf, clear. Notice of Review for J. Lermyte, urging, hand above head height while 
making contact with his mount with his crop. 
 
Race 7, clear 
 
Race 8, Autumn Stakes, clear 
 
Race 9, #6 Guestimation a little light mouthed as it threw its head when taken in hand in the turn 
for the backstretch and far turn, #4 lugged through stretch, no violations, rest ok 
 
Race 10, #5 Hit The Ticket off slow, prevailed, #3 Conquest Eliminator and #4 Gem Alta were 
eased through the stretch, rest ok 
 
Mutuel Handle: $4,633,911. 
 
 

Claims: 

Race 1, #2 Singandcryindubai for $7,500.00 by TEC Racing/Tr. M. Drexler 
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